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Abstract—A study of advanced upconversion techniques used
in radio over fiber (ROF) is provided. With the huge increase in
both the number of wireless communication subscribers and the
bandwidth required per customer, migrating to higher frequen-
cies, i.e., from lower radio frequency to millimeter-wave carriers,
is an essential solution. However, due to the short propagation
range of millimeter waves, a large number of radio access points
are required for providing reliable coverage, which would in-
crease the infrastructure costs. Hence, the transmission of RF
signals between the central (or control) points and radio access
points (or remote antenna units) using optical fibers is one of
the major access network solutions that have been proposed for
future high-bandwidth wireless communication systems. In this
paper, we introduce the basics of ROF communication, including
optical modulation, the optical channel, and the optical detection
techniques. Then we survey the family of advanced optical up-
conversion techniques that exploit the nonlinearity of the ROF
link. Specifically, we describe how optical upconversion can be
achieved by exploiting the Mach–Zehnder modulator’s nonlin-
earity, wavelength conversion techniques, or the photodetector’s
nonlinearity. The wavelength conversion techniques rely on the
nonlinearities present in the fiber, in the optical amplifier, or in
the electroabsorption modulator.

Index Terms—Radio over fiber, direct modulation, exter-
nal modulation, direct photo-detection, coherent photo-detection,
mach zehnder modulator, cross phase modulation, self phase mod-
ulation, four wave mixing, stimulated raman scattering, stimu-
lated brillouin scattering, optical frequency modulation, optical
phase modulation, optical intensity modulation, optical single
side band modulation, optical double side band modulation, op-
tical carrier suppression modulation, sub carrier multiplexing,
wavelength division multiplexing, optical N-tupling, optical upcon-
version, semiconductor optical amplifier, electro-absorption mod-
ulator, mach zehnder interferometer, highly nonlinear dispersion
shifted fiber, nonlinear optical loop mirror, millimeter wave, 5G,
microwave photonics.

I. INTRODUCTION—WHY RADIO OVER FIBER (ROF)?

DUE to the huge increase in both the number of wireless
communication subscribers and the bandwidth required

per customer, migrating to higher frequencies i.e., from radio
frequency to millimeter wave carriers is an essential solution to
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Fig. 1. Simple Radio Over Fiber (ROF) link. (BS—Base Station; CS—
Central Station; RAP—Radio Access Point; RAU—Radio Access Unit; BPF—
Band Pass Filter).

the overcrowded low frequency spectrum [1]. This migration
however imposes two major challenges. Firstly, millimeter-
wave carriers can provide high bandwidths, but suffer from a
low wireless propagation range [2], which would necessitate a
large number of Radio Access Points (RAPs). Hence, network
operators have to split large cells into smaller cells to meet
the increasing demand of bandwidth per user, where increasing
the number of Base Stations (BSs) results in an increase in
the infrastructure costs [3]. Secondly, the generation of high
RF signals using inexpensive mixers would result in significant
BER degradation [4].

The transmission of RF signals between the BS and RAPs
using optical fibers is one of the major access network solutions
proposed for future high-bandwidth wireless communication
systems, which is generally referred to as a Radio Over Fiber
(ROF) solution [3], [5]–[8]. The simplified ROF link is illus-
trated in Fig. 1, where the wireless RF signal is converted into
an optical signal using an electronic-to-optical (EO) converter
that is located at the BS of Fig. 1 [9]. The optical signal
then propagates through the fiber and it is detected using an
optical-to-electronic (OE) converter that is located in the RAP
for recovering the original RF signal. As shown in Fig. 1,
the recovered RF signal is amplified, followed by its wireless
transmission from the RAP to the Mobile Station (MS). Note
that, as shown in Fig. 1, some of the literature refers to the BS-
RAP link [10]–[12] as the Central Station (CS)-Radio Access
Unit (RAU) link1 [13], [14]. Both terminologies are valid and
used in the literature interchangeably. In this paper, we opted for

1Many thanks to the anonymous reviewer for pointing this out.
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Fig. 2. Cellular architecture.

using the BS-RAP terminology [10]–[12]. The important point
to note here is that the ROF link exists between a point that
performs centralized signal processing and a low complexity
antenna-bearing point.

The ROF technique has several applications including the
transmission of WiMAX [15], WiFi [16], audio and video dis-
tribution [17]. It may be employed in cellular communication
[18], in satellite communication [19], in data communication
within trains [20], for implementing indoor networks [21] as
well as in phased array and radar communication [22]. Finally,
it may be employed in the transmission of the state-of-the-art
millimeter-wave signals [23].

Fig. 2 shows the current macrocell-cell based cellular ar-
chitecture, while a futuristic ROF-aided Distributed Antenna
System (DAS) that employs smaller cells is also shown in
Fig. 2. ROF is a hybrid technique that amalgamates the concepts
of both optical and wireless communication, as observed from
Figs. 1 and 2, where this amalgamation retains the benefits
of both communication techniques. In this context, the major
advantages of a ROF system can be summarised as follows:

1) The glass optical fiber2 has a low attenuation of about
0.2 dB/Km, which enables fiber-linked antennas for cov-
ering a large geographical area, as shown in Fig. 2. Again,
the ROF architecture of Fig. 2 is also referred to as a
DAS [7].

2) The optical fiber is characterised by large bandwidths,
which can be exploited using the suite of techniques
presented in this paper.

3) Centralised signal processing at the BS and the ability of
the BS to serve a number of RAPs that have a simple
architecture, as shown in Fig. 2, makes a cellular system
relying on numerous small cells economically feasible
[24]. Furthermore, better bandwidth/channel allocation
using dynamic algorithms as well as technology and
hardware upgrades can be readily implemented, when
using centralised signal processing at the BS [25].

4) The fraction of the areas where the MS does not re-
ceive the downlink wireless signal with sufficient power
is minimized, when employing a ROF-assisted cellular
architecture [3].

5) Multiple transmitters and receivers can be used for sup-
porting a single MS in order to increase its throughput

2Glass optical fiber refers to optical fibers made from silica.

Fig. 3. Organization of the paper.

by exploiting the fading nature of the wireless channel.
These techniques are referred to as Multiple Input Multi-
ple Output (MIMO) techniques [26]–[28]. A ROF-aided
cellular architecture facilitates the employment of Co-
ordinated Multipoint (CoMP) solutions, where each MS
of the ROF-aided cellular architecture of Fig. 2 is served
by multiple RAPs [5].

6) The presence of a stronger line of sight link within the
smaller cells of the ROF-assisted architecture of Fig. 2 re-
sults in a reduced wireless path loss [3], which facilitates
a reduced wireless transmit power at the RAPs, hence
providing the additional advantage of a reduced inter-cell
interference [29].

The ROF technique of Fig. 1 assists in overcoming the
challenges of distributing high-RF signals to a large number
of small cells, as seen in Fig. 2. However, the challenge of
having to employ BER-degrading, high-RF mixers remains
unresolved. Fortunately, several techniques that avoid the em-
ployment of high-RF mixers by relying on optical generation
of the RF signals have been proposed in the literature [30].
These techniques rely on the non-linearities of the optical link
and may collectively be referred to as optical upconversion
techniques. Fig. 3 illustrates the organization of the rest of
this treatise. Through this paper we introduce a non-specialist
reader to the basics of ROF communication in Sections II and
III. Afterwards, we present a survey as well as briefly introduce
the various ROF optical upconversion techniques in Section IV.
Finally, we present our conclusions in Section V. It must be
pointed out that throughout this paper, fi refer to frequencies,
while ωi refer to the corresponding angular frequency, which
are related as follows:

ωi = 2π fi . (1)

II. ROF COMMUNICATION BASICS

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of a typical ROF link [9],
which includes the BS, optical fiber and the RAP. As shown
in Fig. 1, the ROF link relies on Electronic to Optical (E–O)
conversion followed by transmission over the fiber and finally
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Fig. 4. ROF communication basics.

Fig. 5. Direct modulation (RF Tx—RF Transmitter). (a) Direct modulation setup. (b) Power vs. drive current curve of a laser.

Optical to Electronic (O–E) conversion. Fig. 4 provides an
overview of the discussions of Section II. As seen in Fig. 4, E–O
conversion involves optical modulation, while the O–E conver-
sion includes photo-detection. In what follows, we present a
brief overview of the family of optical modulation techniques,
of fiber impairments and of photo-detection.

A. Modulation in the Optical Transmitter (E–O Conversion)

Modulation of the optical carrier can be achieved by directly
modulating the optical source or by using an independent opti-
cal modulator. Hence, these techniques are referred to as direct
modulation and external modulation, respectively. Firstly, we
focus our attention on direct modulation of the laser output.

1) Direct Modulation of the Laser Output: In direct mod-
ulation, a drive current Idrive is applied to the Laser Diode
(LD) in order to generate the optical output. Fig. 5(a) shows the
block diagram of direct modulation, where the output optical
power of a laser can be inexpensively modulated by applying
the output of the RF transmitter as the drive current for the laser.
Fig. 5(b) shows the output optical power that can be attained for
different drive current values, where this is referred to as the P–I
characteristic of the laser. When operating in the linear region
of the P–I curve, the output power is P(t) = k(Idrive − Ith) =
k(Ibias + IRF (t) − Ith), where Ibias is the bias current, Ith is
the threshold current of the laser and IRF (t) is the modulating
RF signal, while k is the proportionality constant whose value
depends on the laser source that is used.

Direct modulation of lasers has multiple limitations [31].
First, as shown in Fig. 6, the laser’s direct modulation band-

Fig. 6. Modulation bandwidth of the laser.

width limits the frequency range of the employable modulating
signals. As seen from Fig. 6, the modulation response peaks
at a certain frequency, beyond which the modulation response
drops drastically. This frequency limit is called the relaxation
resonance frequency and it decides the laser’s 3-dB modu-
lation bandwidth. On the other hand, the P–I characteristic
of Fig. 5(b) exhibits saturation, which restricts the directly
modulated laser’s usable output power. Additionally, undesired
frequency modulation accompanies the direct modulation of the
laser’s output intensity. Finally, direct modulation employing
signals containing frequencies close to the resonance frequency
shown in Fig. 6 results in an increase of both the non-linear
products and of the noise in the modulated output [31]. The
above limitations are overcome by employing external modula-
tion of the laser.

We now turn out attention to external modulation of the laser
output.
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Fig. 7. Mach–Zehnder Modulator (MZM) external modulators. (a) Single drive MZM. (b) Dual drive MZM.

2) External Modulation of the Laser Output: An optical
carrier is a sinusoidal signal, also referred to as a tone, and
hence it is characterised by an amplitude, phase and frequency,
while the Frobenius norm of the tone is referred to as the
intensity. External modulators may rely on modulating both the
intensity [32] and the angle, i.e., phase or frequency, [33] of
the optical carrier. The commonly employed external intensity
modulators include the following.

a) Mach–Zehnder modulator (MZM): In the MZM, the
incoming signal is split between its two arms, as shown in Fig. 7
[34]. Either one or both of the arms of the MZM can be driven
by a modulating voltage. Hence, they are referred to as single-
drive and dual-drive MZMs, as shown in Fig. 7.

In the case of a dual drive MZM, the bias voltage Vbias is
applied differentially to the two arms via the voltages Vdc1 and
Vdc2, as shown in Fig. 7, while the modulating voltage V (t)
is applied differentially to the two arms via the voltages V1(t)
and V2(t). This is represented by: Vbias = Vdc1 − Vdc2 and
V (t) = V1(t) − V2(t). If the output field Ein = √

2Pine jωct of
a laser that operates at an optical power of Pin and at an optical
frequency of fc = ωc

2π
Hz is fed to the MZMs of Fig. 7, then

the output optical field Edual(t) and the intensity Pdual(t) of a
dual-drive MZM that is biased at a voltage of Vbias and driven
by an electronic signal V (t) can be represented as follows:
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= Pin

[
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(
πVbias

Vπ

+ πV (t)

Vπ

)]
, (2c)

where Vπ is the MZM switching voltage. The drive voltage,
which changes the phase of the propagating signal by 180◦
when applied to the MZM arms, is referred to as the switching
voltage. The output optical power of a single-drive MZM
that is biased at Vbias and driven by V (t) is also given by
Equation (2c).

Fig. 8 shows the MZM’s output optical power P(t) for differ-
ent values of the bias voltage Vbias , which is normally referred
to as the MZM transmittance. The drive voltage is varied around

Fig. 8. Mach–Zehnder Modulator (MZM) transmittance.

the bias voltage value in order to achieve optical modulation.
Modulation can be interpreted as a voltage fluctuation around
the bias point. As seen from Equation (2b), the optical field has
exponential terms of the form e jφ(t), which is the residual phase
modulation that is referred to as chirp. This chirp gets converted
to intensity modulation after the signal propagates through the
fiber, thereby corrupting the data carried by he intensity of the
optical carrier. The chirp inflicted by a dual-drive MZM can
be varied, where the output would be chirp free, provided we
have V1(t) = −V2(t) = V (t)

2 . This is referred to as the push-
pull mode of operation, because the voltages V1(t) and V2(t)
are equal and opposite.

On the other hand, the minimum value of P(t) deviates from
the ideal value of zero in realistic MZMs, where the extent
of deviation is represented by the so-called extinction ratio,
ε = Pmax/Pmin , where Pmax and Pmin are the maximum and
minimum values of P(t). Observe from Equation (2c), that the
minimum value of P(t) = 0 occurs, when we have Vbias = Vπ

and V (t) = 0. Thus, the ideal value of extinction ratio is ∞.
However, non-ideal MZMs have a finite extinction ratio, where
the optical field at the output of a non-ideal MZM associated
with γ = (

√
ε − 1)/(

√
ε + 1) is:

Edual(t)

= 1

2

[
e

j
(

πVdc1
Vπ

+ πV1(t)
Vπ

)
+ γ e

j
(

πVdc2
Vπ

+ πV2(t)
Vπ

)] √
2Pine jωct .

(3)

b) Electro-absorption modulator (EAM): The application
of an electronic voltage to the EAM changes its absorbtion,3

which is referred to as the Franz–Keldysh effect [35]. This
effect can be exploited for modulating an electronic signal
onto the optical carrier, where the amplitude of the output
optical field reduces by a factor of T (V ), with T (V ) being the

3The absorption of an optical device refers to the phenomenon of a portion
of the propagating optical power being absorbed by the device material.
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Fig. 9. External modulation using an Electro-Absorption Modulator (EAM).
(a) EAM. (b) EAM T(V) vs. V.

Fig. 10. Optical phase modulator (LD–Laser Diode).

amplitude transmittance, when the reverse bias voltage Vbias

applied to the EAM, as shown in Fig. 9(a).
Fig. 9(b) shows the stylized T (V ) for different values of the

applied reverse bias voltage [36], where T (V ) = 0 corresponds
to the MZM output being completely suppressed/extinct, while
T (V ) = 1 corresponds to the scenario of no extinction by the
EAM. The output optical field E(t) of the EAM modulator in
Fig. 9(a) is E(t) ∝ T (Vbias + V (t)), where Vbias is the EAM
bias voltage, while V (t) is the modulating drive voltage.

An optical phase modulator is shown in Fig. 10, which is
often used to implement external optical phase modulation in
ROF links. The phase modulator operates on the same principle
as a MZM, except that it has a single arm. The output optical
field of a phase modulator, that has a switching voltage of Vπ

and is fed by a laser operating at an optical power level of Pin ,

is E(t) = e j πV (t)
2Vπ

√
2Pine jωct , where ωc is the optical carrier

frequency and V (t) is the electronic modulating signal.
As shown in Fig. 1, the modulated optical signal then propa-

gates through the optical channel. Hence, we now continue our
discussion of a basic ROF link by focusing our attention on the
propagation of the optical signal through the fiber channel.

B. Optical Propagation Through the Fiber Channel

As shown in Fig. 4, the fiber characteristics that affect the
propagating optical signal include fiber attenuation, fiber dis-
persion and fiber non-linearities, as discussed in the following
sections.

1) Attenuation of the Optical Fiber: Material absorption
and the Rayleigh scattering phenomenon [37] results in the
reduction of the signal power, as the signal propagates through
the optical fiber. If Ptransmitted is the optical power that enters
the fiber, while Preceived is the optical power after the signal has
propagated through z km of the fiber, then we have Preceived =
Ptransmittede−αz , where α is the fiber attenuation constant that
has a typical value of 0.2 dB/Km [37].

2) Dispersion by the Optical Fiber: The fiber’s refractive
index n(ω) changes, as the angular frequency ω of the prop-
agating optical wave changes [37]. Moreover, if vp is the phase
velocity of the propagating optical wave, then we have vp(ω) =
c/n(ω) and hence this dependence of the propagation velocity
on the optical frequency results in dispersion. If ωc and λc are

the angular frequency and wavelength of the optical carrier,
then the dispersion parameter D can be represented as [37]:

D = − 2πc

λ2
c

β2 (4)

where β2 =
[

1

c

(
2

dn

dω
+ ω

d2n

dω2

)]
ω=ωc

. (5)

This fiber dispersion is also referred to as Group Velocity
Dispersion (GVD) or chromatic dispersion [37].

3) Non-Linearity of the Optical Fiber: An electrical insulator
that can be polarized by an electric field E applied to it is referred
to as a dielectric medium, such as a fiber-based cable. The total
polarization P responds non-linearly to the electric field E of the
light, especially when the optical intensity is high [37], which
results in non-linear effects, such as the non-linear variation of
the refractive index and the Four Wave Mixing (FWM) phe-
nomena to be detailed below. The total polarization P is [38]:

P = P1 + P2 + P3 + · · · , (6)

where Pi is proportional to χ(i) with χ( j) being the jth order
susceptibility tensor having a rank of j + 1. In Equation (6),
the first term is the linear component. By contrast, second-order
nonlinear effects like second harmonic generation (SHG) can
appear in noncentrosymmetric crystals only4 [38]. Glass-based
optical fiber does not have significant second-order nonlinear
effects, because Si O2 is a symmetric molecule [38]. The
previously mentioned effects of SPM/XPM and FWM are
rather third order nonlinearities that originate from the non-
linear component P3 of the polarization, which is proportional
to χ(3) [38]. These effects are rather elastic in the sense that
they do not transfer any energy to the crystal. Moreover,
these effects can appear both in noncentrosymmetric and in
centrosymmetric crystals [38].

The total propagating signal power P(t) affects the value
of the fiber’s refractive index, which results in a non-linear
refractive index effect. Hence, the refractive index varies with
time as P(t) varies with time, where the refractive index
variation modulates the phase of the optical signal. The fiber’s
non-linearity induced phase modulations include both Self-
Phase Modulation and Cross-Phase Modulation [37], where
the propagating signal’s own instantaneous power fluctuation
versus time results in Self-Phase Modulation (SPM) [37], while
Cross-Phase Modulation (XPM) occurs, when multiple optical
signals simultaneously propagate through the fiber. In XPM the
non-linear distortion suffered by each signal depends not only
on its own optical power, but also on the optical power of the
co-propagating signals [37].

On the other hand, when multiple optical signals are prop-
agating together through a single optical fiber, the beating
of these input waves inside the nonlinear medium generates
optical signals at new frequencies, where this is termed as
FWM. For example, FWM results in the generation of an

4The inverted structure of a crystal is obtained by projecting the coordinates
which make up the crystal structure all through a single point, so that (x,y,z)
becomes (−x,−y,−z). In the event of the original structure and inverted
structure being identical, the crystal structure is referred to as centrosymmetric,
else it is noncentrosymmetric.
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optical signal at fFW M = f1 ± f2 ± f3 Hz, when the signals
are propagating at optical frequencies of f1, f2 and f3 Hz in the
fiber. The most significant FWM frequencies are those at [37]:

fFW M = fi + f j − fk, (7)

where, i, j, k ∈ 1, 2, 3. The above expression includes frequen-
cies of the form

fFW M,1 = 2 fi − f j . (8)

Low absolute values of the dispersion parameter D result in
enhanced FWM [37].

Furthermore, Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) and
Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) [37] constitute a pair of
other non-linear effects, where the photons of the incident field
get annihilated because the optical power is transferred from a
signal at a higher optical frequency to a signal at a lower optical
frequency.

Recall from Fig. 1, that the optical signal is converted back to
an electronic signal after propagating through the fiber, which
is achieved by photo-detection, as shown in Fig. 4. Hence, we
continue our discourse by discussing optical photo-detection.

C. Photo-Detection in the Optical Receiver (O–E Conversion)

Photo-detection refers to the process of detecting an optical
signal using a photo-diode (PD), which generates a current that
is proportional to the power of the incident optical signal. This
is typically in the form of square-law photo-detection, where
the ratio of the output photo-current to the incident optical
power is defined as the responsivity R of the photo-diode.
Direct photo-detection [39] and coherent photo-detection are
two variations of the photo-detection family, where in direct
photo-detection, the photo-current I (t) of an optical field Es(t)
is I (t) = R|Es(t)|2 [39]. On the other hand, in coherent photo-
detection, the received optical field Es(t) is combined with a
local oscillator’s optical field Elo(t) followed by their joint
photo-detection for generating a current I (t) = R|Es(t) +
Elo(t)|2. One of the terms obtained by expanding this expres-
sion is a product of the two fields, which is referred to as
the beat signal. Coherent photo-detection employing a local
oscillator’s optical frequency flo = ωlo

2π
-which is different from

the carrier frequency fs = ωs
2π

of the incident optical signal-
is referred to as heterodyne photo-detection, where we have
ωdi f f = ωs − ωlo. If As and Alo are the amplitudes of the re-
ceived optical signal and the local oscillator signal, respectively,
then the heterodyne photo-detection process results in a current
I (t) of:

I (t)= R|Ase jωs t+φs + Aloe jωlot+φlo |2

= R
[

A2
s + A2

lo+2|As‖Alo| cos(ωdi f f t+φs −φlo)
]
, (9)

where φs and φlo are the phases of the two optical fields. Fig. 12
shows a system in which the baseband/IF signal is modulated
onto the fs Hz optical carrier. Subsequently, this signal is
combined with the flo Hz local oscillator’s laser signal, where
ωdi f f = 2π fr f . Afterwards, the combined signal is heterodyne
photo-detected, which results in the beat signal being a fr f Hz
upconverted version of the baseband/IF signal.

Having discussed a basic noise-free ROF link, in the next sec-
tion we now study the various noise processes that contaminate
a realistic ROF link.

D. Noise Added by the ROF Link

As seen in Fig. 4, the noise imposed on a ROF link includes
Relative Intensity Noise (RIN), Amplified Spontaneous Emis-
sion (ASE) noise, shot noise and receiver thermal noise. When
using a constant drive current, the spontaneous emission of
photons results in a laser exhibiting certain fluctuations in the
output frequency, phase as well as the intensity [37], which is
the RIN. The SNR is degraded by the intensity noise, while a
non-zero spectral linewidth around the output frequency arises
from the phase/frequency noise [37]. When considering an
average photo-current of Idc, then the RIN noise power can be
expressed as [37]:

σ 2
RI N = K RI N Idc� f, (10)

where K RI N is a device-dependent value that is usually ex-
pressed in dB/Hz and � f is the bandwidth over which the noise
power is measured in the receiver. A typical value of K RI N

is −150 dB/Hz. Additionally, the ASE noise is generated by
the spontaneous emission within an optical amplifier and then
amplified by the amplifier’s gain mechanism [37]. Furthermore,
the fact that the optical field and the electric current consists
of discrete entities called photons and electrons results in a
quantum noise effect in the photo-detected signal, which is
called Shot Noise [37]. If e is the charge of an electron, then
the shot noise power can be expressed as [37]:

σ 2
shot = 2eIdc� f. (11)

The temperature-dependent random motion of the electrons
results in the photo-detected signal containing Thermal Noise
that is added by the load resistor and the electrical amplifiers in
the optical receiver [37].

Finally, the laser’s phase noise acts as a dominant limiting
factor in coherent optical links, where a carrier recovery circuit
may have difficulties in tracking rapid phase variations, thereby
resulting in performance degradation [23]. The effects of phase
noise are characterized by the total linewidth-to-bit rate ratio
[37]. Here the total linewidth is the sum of the linewidths of
the transmitter laser and the local oscillator laser. Note that
practical lasers have a finite spectral width around the operating
frequency ω, as seen in Fig. 12, where this is referred to as the
laser’s linewidth.

While optical modulation may be achieved through direct or
external modulation of the laser output, as seen in Fig. 4, the
specific optical modulation format used has to be tailored to the
design of the various ROF links, as seen from the discussions
in the next section.

E. Wireless Channel

The wireless transmission is formulated as follows [26]:

y = H x + n, (12)

where x is the transmitted symbol vector, n is the Gaussian
noise vector, while H is the channel matrix and y is the received
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Fig. 11. ROF signal characteristics.

symbol vector. If the wireless channel is modelled as a Gaussian
channel, then H is a unitary matrix. On the other hand, H
consists of Rayleigh or Rician distributed channel coefficients
for a fading channel [26]. An in-depth study of the wireless
channel and signalling techniques are available in [26], while
this paper’s primary focus is on the photonics related issues.
At this point it is worth mentioning that the higher wireless
pathloss for the case of millimeter wave communications can
be overcome by employing beamforming using an array of
antenna elements. The outputs of these antennas construc-
tively interfere in the desired direction, while destructively
interfering in other directions. A comprehensive study of the
millimeter-wave channel and beamforming has been presented
in [40] and [41].

In this section, we discuss radio-communication issues re-
lated to the integration of a wireless network with a ROF
backhaul. This includes power budgeting and the presence of
the accumulating noise [42], [43]. These issues are elucidated
through the design of a ROF DL that does not employ optical
amplification and transmits over a Gaussian wireless channel.
The losses and gains in such a link are shown in Figs. 13
and 14. The RF signal x BS

RF (t) has a power of P BS
RF . This

power is attenuated by a factor of Lop in the ROF link to
produce a photo-detected signal x R AP

RF (t) that has a power of
P R AP

RF , where Lop accounts for the E–O conversion loss, fiber
propagation loss, insertion losses of the optical components
as well as the O–E conversion loss. The optical noise power
Pop

n consists of the RIN, shot noise and thermal noise. In
Fig. 13, x R AP

RF (t) is corrupted by the optical noise nop(t) for
generating x R AP

RF,noisy(t). As shown in Figs. 13 and 14, the
noise contaminated photo-detected signal is then amplified by
Gop and wirelessly transmitted to the MS, thereby resulting
in a wireless path loss of Lwl or Ldb in decibels. In the MS,
the wireless link noise nwl(t) of power Pwl

n is added to the
signal to generate x M S

RF,noisy(t). If the wireless noise power is
k times that of the optical noise power, the following can be
stated [42]:

SN Rtot = SN RRO F
1

1 + k 10
Ld B
10

G2
amp

(13)

= SN RRO F
1

1 + 10
Ld B
10

G2
amp

for k ≈ 1, (14)

where SN RRO F and SN Rtot are the SNR of the ROF link and
the total link (optical plus wireless links), respectively.

a) Minimum RAP amplifier gain: Given that SN RRO F is
the SNR of the ROF link, the minimum gain Gmin

amp required

Fig. 12. Heterodyne photo-detection.

of the RAP’s electronic amplifier can be calculated using
Equation (14) for a scenario of a maximum wireless pathloss
of Lmax

d B at the cell boundary. Note that SN Rtot ≥ SN Rworst
tot

always has to be satisfied at the MS. Hence we have [42]:

Gmin
amp =

√√√√√ Lmax
d B
10

SN RRO F
SN Rworst

tot −1

for k ≈ 1. (15)

It can be seen from Equation (15) that the SN RRO F must be
higher than the worst-case SNR at the cell boundary [42].

b) Cell size: If a worst-case SNR of SN Rworst
tot is required

at the cell boundary, then the maximum tolerable wireless
pathloss is [42]:

Lmax
d B = 10 log

([
SN RRO F

SN Rworst
tot

− 1

]
G2

amp

)
for k ≈ 1. (16)

Observe from Equation (16) that a larger cell having a larger
Lmax

d B needs a higher SN RRO F , in other words, a lower fiber
length.

Thus, achieving the highest possible SN RRO F is an impor-
tant design parameter. While limiting the length of the fiber
is one way of achieving this, it can also be increased by
reducing the E–O and O–E conversion losses. These losses can
be minimized by employing reactive matching circuits instead
of resistive matching circuits at the cost of the ROF link’s RF
bandwidth [42].

III. ROF SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS

Fig. 11 shows the various attributes of a ROF signal, includ-
ing the type of optical modulation as well as the type of optical
multiplexing format used. As seen in Fig. 11, both the intensity
as well as the angle of the optical carrier can be modulated in a
ROF link, where the modulating signal is typically an RF signal.
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Fig. 13. Losses/gains in ROF DL.

Fig. 14. Power budget.

Optical intensity modulation and optical angle modulation will
be described in the following sections. The discussion of the
various optical modulation formats is followed by a discourse
on the various optical multiplexing formats conceived for ROF
communication.

A. Modulation of the Optical Intensity

The modulation of the intensity5 of the optical carrier by a
modulating electronic signal is called by definition Intensity
Modulation (IM), which may assume the form of Optical
Double Side Band (ODSB), Optical Single Side Band (OSSB)
or Optical Carrier Suppression (OCS), as discussed in the
following sections, as well as shown in Fig. 11.

1) Optical Double Side Band Intensity Modulation: The
ODSB signal consists of the lower and upper optical sidebands
appearing at both sides of the optical carrier at fc = ωc

2π
Hz,

as shown in Fig. 15(a). The carrier-sideband separation seen
in Fig. 15(a) equals ωr f [44], where the modulating RF signal
has a center frequency of fr f = ωr f

2π
Hz. An ODSB signal can

be generated by both the direct modulation of lasers as well as
by external modulation using an EAM [45]. Additionally, an
ODSB signal is generated by the single and dual-drive MZMs
of Fig. 7, when in Equation (2c) we have Vbias = Vπ/2 +
m2Vπ or Vbias = −Vπ/2 + m2Vπ , where m is an integer [32],
[46] and V (t) is the RF signal to be transmitted. The bias
condition invoked for generating ODSB signals is referred to
as quadrature biasing. When employing a dual-drive MZM, a
π phase difference is maintained between the RF signals V1(t)
and V2(t) of Equation (2c) for the sake of generating a chirp-
free output [46].

2) Optical Single Side Band Intensity Modulation: An Op-
tical Single Side Band (OSSB) signal contains only one of the

5The intensity of an optical signal is the square of its amplitude.

Fig. 15. Optical modulation formats. (a) Optical Double Side Band (ODSB)
signal. (b) Optical Single Side Band (OSSB) signal. (c) Optical Carrier Sup-
pression (OCS) signal.

Fig. 16. Optical Single Side Band (OSSB) generation using Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG).

two possible sidebands at fsideband = ωsideband
2π

Hz in addition
to the optical carrier at fc = ωc

2π
Hz, as seen from Fig. 15(b).

As seen from Fig. 15(b), the carrier sideband separation is ωr f ,
where the frequency of the modulating RF signal is fr f = ωr f

2π
.

The two common ways of generating OSSB signals are by
using Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) and by using the dual-drive
MZM of Fig. 7(b).

Fig. 16 shows how an OSSB signal can be generated using a
FBG filter, where one of the sidebands of an ODSB signal can
be eliminated using a FBG filter [47]. A FBG is a fiber section
produced with a periodic perturbation of the effective refractive
index along the length of the fiber core, as shown in Fig. 17(a)
[48], where the length of a perturbation period is defined as
the grating period [48]. As shown by the transmission profile
of Fig. 17(b), a FBG reflects certain wavelengths, while other
wavelengths pass through it. The reflected wavelengths, having
a frequency of fr = ωr

2π
Hz, is decided by both the periodicity

of the perturbation as well as by the effective refractive index of
the fiber core. When the RF carrier frequency of the modulating
signal is not high, then this technique requires high-selectivity
optical filters. Moreover, the refractive index changes with
the temperature, thereby resulting in a temperature dependent
reflected wavelength value [49]. Additionally, an OSSB signal
can be generated by the quadrature biased6 dual-drive MZM of

6In a quadrature biased dual-drive MZM, Vbias = Vπ /2 + m2Vπ or
Vbias = −Vπ /2 + m2Vπ in Equation (2c), where m is an integer.
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Fig. 17. FBG. (a) A Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) filter. (b) Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) transmission.

Fig. 7(b) by carefully maintaining a phase shift of π/2 between
the RF signals that are applied to the two arms [34], [46], [50].

3) Optical Carrier Suppression Modulation: An Optical
Carrier Suppression (OCS) signal, proposed in [51], consists
of two sidebands at fc ± fr f Hz, as shown in Fig. 15(c),
where the fr f Hz is the center frequency of the modulating
RF signal. A MZM biased at Vbias = Vπ + m2Vπ , where m
is an integer, generates an OCS signal [30], whose optical side-
bands beat during photo-detection, while generating a signal at
2 fr f Hz [52].

Having completed our discussion of the family of the optical
intensity modulation techniques, let us now discuss the family
of optical angle-modulation techniques, as shown in Fig. 11.

B. Modulation of the Optical Phase and Frequency (Angle)

As shown in Fig. 11, optical angle-modulation may involve
the modulation of the frequency or phase of the optical carrier.
Hence, optical Frequency Modulation (FM) and Phase Modu-
lation (PM) is achieved by modulating either the frequency or
phase of the optical carrier, respectively. Both coherent as well
as direct photo-detection of optical angle-modulated signals
can be implemented. Coherent detection is straightforward,
while a prior discriminator aided conversion of the angle-
modulated signal to an intensity modulated signal is required
for direct detection, where a discriminator characterized by a
frequency/phase dependent output intensity is used.

Fig. 18 shows a ROF link that employs a Mach-Zehnder
delay Interferometer (MZI), which is the most commonly em-
ployed discriminator. In Fig. 18, the phase modulation of the
fc = ωc

2π
Hz output of a laser operating at an optical power

of Pin is followed by fiber-based transmission. The angle-
modulated signal that enters the RAP is formulated as Ein(t) =√

2Pine jωct+φ(t), where the intensity |Ein(t)|2 of the angle-
modulated signal is constant, while φ(t) depends on the mod-
ulating RF signal. In the RAP, the incoming angle-modulated
signal is divided into two paths and then fed to the arms of the
MZI, where the signal in one of the arms experiences a delay
of τ with respect to the other. The output optical field Eout is
generated by combining the outputs of the two arms, where the
combined output intensity is expressed as [53]:

Pout = |Eout |2 = Pin

2

∣∣∣e jωct+φ(t) + e jωc(t−τ)+φ(t−τ)
∣∣∣2

= Pin

2
[1 + 1 + 2 cos (ωcτ + �φ(t))] , (17)

Fig. 18. Phase modulation using Mach–Zehnder delay Interferometer (MZI).

where the MZI is quadrature biased at ωcτ = −π/2 and
�φ(t)=φ(t)−φ(t−τ). Then, using the small signal approxi-
mation of sin(�φ(t)) ≈ �φ(t), it can be stated that [53], [54]:

Pout = Pin [1 + sin (�φ(t))] = Pin [1 + �φ(t)] . (18)

Thus, the angle-modulated optical signal is now converted to an
intensity modulated signal, which can now be directly photo-
detected [53].

Having completed the discussion of the basic optical mod-
ulation formats, let us now focus our attention on optical
multiplexing formats in the next section.

C. Optical Multiplexing Techniques

In order to increase the optical throughput in a multi-user/
multi-RAP system, multiplexing techniques can be employed,
including Sub-Carrier Multiplexing (SCM) [55] and Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) [56], as shown in Fig. 11.

1) Sub-Carrier Multiplexing: Frequency multiplexing mul-
tiple modulating signals is termed as Sub-Carrier Multiplexing
(SCM). For example, as shown in Fig. 19, the pair of signals
at f1 = ω1

2π
and f2 = ω2

2π
Hz are combined and employed in

direct [57] or external modulation [58] of the optical carrier at
fc = ωc

2π
Hz. The optical spectrum of the modulating electronic

signals as well as of the modulated optical signal is shown in
Fig. 19, where the sidebands at ωc ± ω1 and ωc ± ω2 are the
optical channels of the ODSB modulated SCM signal.

Fig. 19 shows an ideal optical spectrum, while the SCM
spectrum of Fig. 20 includes the optical harmonics and inter-
modulation products. Like in Fig. 19, the desired sidebands
are at ωc ± ω1 and ωc ± ω2, when the number of SCM chan-
nels is N = 2. The optical harmonics are generated at (ωc ±
mω1) and (ωc ± mω2) in Fig. 20 with m being an integer,
while the optical intermodulation products are located at ωc ±
(2ω1 − ω2), ωc ± (2ω2 − ω1) and ωc ± (ω1 + ω2). Similarly,
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Fig. 19. A Sub-Carrier Multiplexing (SCM) transmitter model.

Fig. 20. Sub-Carrier Multiplexing (SCM) optical spectrum.

the photo-detected signal contains harmonics at mω1 Hz and
mω2 Hz as well as second and third order intermodulation
products at (ωi ± ω j ) and (ωh ± ωi − ω j ), respectively, where
h, i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..N } with h, i and j being the SCM channel
numbers [59]. It can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9(b) that when an
EAM or MZM external modulator is employed, the intensity is
non-linearly modulated around the bias point, which produces
both upper harmonics and inter-modulation products.

2) Wavelength Division Multiplexing: While only single op-
tical carrier is used in SCM, Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM) employs multiple optical carrier frequencies, where
electronic signals modulate the optical carrier frequencies to
generate sidebands around the carriers, as shown in Fig. 21(a).
Afterwards, the modulated optical signals are multiplexed in
order to generate the spectrum shown in Fig. 21(a) for the case
of three carriers.

WDM based ROF networks employ multiplexers/
demultiplexers and Optical Add Drop Multiplexers (OADMs).
A Multiplexer (MUX) and Demultiplexer (DEMUX) pair
is used for combining and separating the optical signals at
different optical carrier frequencies. Most DEMUXs can
operate as a MUX, when operated in the reverse direction,
i.e., with a reversal of the input and output ports. As seen
in Fig. 21(b), a simple MUX/DEMUX consists of a 1 × N
Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) [60], which employs
the principle of light-diffraction to separate/combine the
wavelengths [60]. In Fig. 21(b), each channel is shown as
(ωc,i , si ), because it includes both the optical carrier and
its sideband, while (

∑
ωc,i , si ) is used for representing the

multiplexed signal. Fig. 21(c) shows the block diagram of an
OADM in the RAP, which is used to drop the downlink WDM
channel at the optical carrier of say ωc,2, while simultaneously
adding an uplink signal which in this case is at the same
optical frequency of fc,2 = ωc,2

2π
Hz. In Fig. 21(c), the downlink

signal at ωc,2 is shown using a dotted line and is dropped in
the OADM and replaced by the uplink signal shown using a
bold line.

In the previous two sections of the paper, namely Sections II
and III, we introduced the non-specialist reader to the basics
of ROF communication as well as discussed the characteristics
of a ROF signal. Again, as discussed in Section I, the ROF
technique is a solution to the challenge of distributing high-RF
signals to a large number of small cells that implements the
DAS concept. On the other hand, the challenge of generating
these high-RF signals may be addressed through optical gen-
eration of the RF signals by optical upconversion. In the next
section, we proceed to discuss various optical upconversion
techniques that rely on the non-linearities of the ROF link.

IV. OPTICAL UPCONVERSION EXPLOITING

ROF LINK NON-LINEARITIES

The overall Bit Error Rate (BER) achieved by a ROF link
that employs high RF frequencies is severely affected by the
quality of the broadband mixers. These ROF links involve a
stringent cost-performance tradeoff for the case of millimeter-
wave mixers [4]. This can be overcome by employing optical
upconversion techniques, which enable the generation of a
photo-detected signal in the RAP at a frequency of f2 = ω2

2π
Hz,

that is higher than the frequency f1 = ω1
2π

of the modulating
electronic signal at the BS, as shown in Fig. 23, i.e., we have
f2 > f1. As listed in Fig. 22, optical upconversion can be
achieved by using the MZM’s non-linearity [30] through archi-
tectures like those in Fig. 24, by employing wavelength con-
version techniques [61] or by exploiting the photo-detector’s
non-linearity [62]. The wavelength conversion techniques rely
on the inherent non-linearities present in various ROF link
components, including the non-linearities in the fiber [61], the
optical amplifier [63] or in the EAM [64]. The RF mixers oper-
ating at a high frequency significantly degrade the performance
of the wireless link. Hence, the major advantage of employing
optical upconversion is the ability to avoid the employment of
these high frequency RF mixers.

The family of MZM-assisted optical upconversion tech-
niques of Fig. 22 allows us to vary the frequency of the trans-
mitted wireless signal, without having to change the electronic
Local Oscillator’s (LO’s) electronic frequency. Another advan-
tage of MZM-assisted optical upconversion is the ability to
generate a WDM signal by using a single external modulator,
where each wavelength carries a high RF signal, thereby re-
ducing the system’s cost [65]. On the other hand, the family of
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Fig. 21. Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) (ODSB—Optical Double Side Band; MUX—Multiplexer; DEMUX—Demultiplexer; OADM—Optical
Add Drop Multiplexer; AWG—Arrayed Waveguide Grating). (a) An ODSB-WDM transmitter model. (b) A MUX/DEMUX. (c) An OADM.

Fig. 22. Optical upconversion techniques.

Fig. 23. Optical upconversion (BPF—Band Pass Filter).

wavelength conversion based optical upconversion techniques
of Fig. 22 allows optical upconversion to be performed simul-
taneously with optical switching. For example, the routing of
multiple channels at the same wavelength can be achieved by
converting the signals to a different wavelength [66].

A. Optical Upconversion Using the Non-Linearity of the MZM

We commence our discussion of the optical upconversion
techniques by considering the family of techniques that rely
on the non-linearity of the MZM, as shown in Fig. 22. The
non-linear nature of the MZM transmittance, as seen in Fig. 8,
results in the generation of harmonics and intermodulation
products, where the optical N-tupling technique to be detailed
below employs the upper harmonics for achieving optical up-
conversion. On the other hand, optical intermodulation assisted
upconversion exploits the intermodulation products for achiev-
ing optical upconversion.

1) Optical N-Tupling: We start our discussion of the family
of techniques that rely on the non-linearity of the MZM for
optical upconversion by considering the subclass of optical
N-tupling techniques shown in Fig. 22. Specifically, the opti-
cal modulation techniques that employ an electronic signal at

fL O = ωL O
2π

Hz for generating a photo-detected signal at the
N th harmonic of fL O , are referred to as N-tupling techniques.
Optical N-tupling can be achieved using both intensity and
angle modulation, where intensity modulation based optical
N-tupling is implemented either using single-step or two-step
N-tupling. Fig. 24(a) shows the architecture often employed for
achieving Single-step N-tupling, where, in the BS, the output
of the laser is employed in a single upconversion step achieved
by using a MZM that is driven by a RF signal at fL O Hz.
Afterwards, the optical signal is transmitted through the optical
fiber and photo-detected in the RAP, where the upconverted
photo-detected signal at fRF = N fL O Hz can be retained using
an electronic filter, as illustrated later in this section [67]. On the
other hand, Fig. 24(b) shows the architecture that is employed
to achieve Two-step N-tupling, where, in the BS, the output of
the laser is employed in the first step, which involved optical
modulation using the f I F = ωI F

2π
Hz baseband/Intermediate

Frequency (IF) modulating signal. This is followed by the
upconversion step relying on a MZM driven by an electronic
LO having a frequency of fL O Hz. Then, the optical signal
is transmitted through the optical fiber to the RAP and photo-
detected. Subsequently, the upconverted photo-detected signal
at fRF Hz can be extracted by a filter,7 as detailed later in this
section [68], where

fRF = N fL O + f I F . (19)

Note that in some cases the upconversion step of the above
two techniques might be split into multiple steps. For example,
frequency six-tupling might be implemented using frequency
doubling followed by frequency quadrupling [67], as detailed
later in this section.

7 N is the selected harmonic number.
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Fig. 24. N-tupling architectures (BB—Baseband; IF—Intermediate Frequency). (a) One-Step optical upconversion. (b) Two-Step optical upconversion.
(c) Optical Frequency Multiplication (OFM).

Fig. 25. N-tupling spectra. (a) Optical Frequency Modulation (OFM). (b) Filtering of optical harmonics.

Fig. 26. MZM assisted N-tupling. (a) MZM assisted N-tupling architecture. (b) MZM bias points.

Another optical N-tupling technique that is robust to dis-
persion is Optical Frequency Multiplication (OFM) [69]. As
shown in Fig. 24(c), instead of generating intensity-modulated
harmonics, the output of the laser is frequency/phase modulated
using the RF signal, which generates the spectrum of Fig. 25(a),
followed by a conversion of these harmonics to intensity
modulation using an optical frequency/phase discriminator, as
discussed in Section III-B.

In the N-tupling techniques optical filtering may be em-
ployed for removing the undesired optical harmonics in order
to ensure that the photo-detected signal does not contain har-
monics, which are stronger than the one required [70]. For ex-
ample, if the required photo-detected signal has a frequency of
4 fL O Hz, then it can be generated by the beating of the
sidebands located at (ωc ± 2ωL O) in Fig. 25(b). However, a
strong photo-detected signal is also generated at 2 fL O Hz by
the beating of the optical carrier with each of the sidebands.
Hence, the generation of this unwanted signal at 2 fL O Hz can
be avoided by filtering out the optical carrier in the spectrum of
Fig. 25(b) prior to photo-detection.

Various MZM biasing techniques can be employed in optical
N-tupling, where the point at which a MZM is biased within
its non-linear transmittance curve of Fig. 26(b) decides the
specific types of harmonics that are generated in the optical
and photo-detected signal. Consider the BS of the two step
N-tupling architecture of Fig. 26(a) and let E1(t) be the output
of the baseband/IF modulation step that is achieved using direct
modulation. Then, the upconversion step is implemented using
a biased MZM that is driven by the electronic local oscillator
signal VL O(t) = VL O cos(ωL Ot), as shown in Fig. 26(a). The
MZM is usually of dual-drive type because of its ability to oper-
ate in the chirp-free push-pull mode. As shown in Fig. 26(b), the
MZM can be biased at the Quadrature Point (QP), Maximum
Transmission Point (MATP) or Minimum Transmission Point
(MITP), as described in the following discussion.

a) Quadrature Point (QP) Biasing: This technique requires
the MZM of Fig. 26(a) to be biased at the QP, which
corresponds to a bias voltage of Vbias = (Vπ/2 + m2Vπ )

or Vbias = (−Vπ/2 + m2Vπ ), where m is an integer. The
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Fig. 27. Optical and electronic spectrum when employing QP, MATP and MITP biasings (QP—Quadrature Point; MATP—Maximum Transmission Point;
MITP—Minimum Transmission Point). (a) QP biased MZM output. (b) PD output for QP biasing). (c) MATP biased MZM output. (d) PD output for MATP
biasing. (e) MITP biased MZM output. (f) PD output for MITP biasing.

difference between the two sets of bias points is only
in the polarity of the harmonics in the photo-detected
signal. If the MZM is of dual-drive type, as shown in
Fig. 7(b), then it could be operated in the push-pull mode,
as detailed in Section II-A2. Using Equations (2b) and
(2c), the expressions for the optical field E2(t) at the
output of the biased MZM in Fig. 26(a) and the photo-
detected signal I (t) can be formulated as follows:

E2(t)

=cos

(
±π

4
+ πVL O(t)

2Vπ

)
E1(t)

=E1(t)√
2

[
cos

(
πVL O cos(ωL Ot)

2Vπ

)
∓sin

(
πVL O cos(ωL Ot)

2Vπ

)]

=E1(t)√
2

[
J0

(
πVL O

2Vπ

)
+2

∞∑
n=1

(−1)nJ2n

(
πVL O

2Vπ

)
cos(2nωL O t)

±2
∞∑

n=1

(−1)nJ2n−1

(
πVL O

2Vπ

)
cos ((2n − 1)ωL Ot)

]
(20)

and

I (t) ∝ |E2(t)|2

=
[

1 ∓ sin

(
πVL O cos(ωL Ot)

Vπ

)] |E1(t)|2
2

=
[

1

2
±

∞∑
n=1

(−1)n J2n−1

(
πVL O

Vπ

)
cos((2n−1)ωL O t)

]
|E1(t)|2,

(21)

where Jn(x) is the Bessel function of order n. It can be
seen from Equation (20) that the optical signal has both
even harmonics, i.e., N = 2n, where n = 0, 1, .. and odd
harmonics, i.e., N = 2n − 1, where n = 1, 2.., as shown
in Fig. 27(a). Fig. 27(a) illustrates the output optical
spectrum of the QP biased MZM. Additionally, it can be
seen from Equation (21) that the photo-detected signal
consists of a signal at the carrier and odd harmonic values
associated with N = 2k − 2 . . ., as shown in Fig. 27(b).
Note that Fig. 27(a) and (b) indicate only the harmon-
ics generated by the upconversion step, i.e., assuming
an unmodulated laser output of E1(t) = √

2Pine jωct in
Equations (20) and (21), where fc = ωc

2π
and Pin are the

laser frequency and optical power, respectively. Any data
employed in the prior baseband/IF modulation step would
be located around the harmonics.

b) Maximum Transmission Point (MATP) Biasing: This
technique requires the MZM of Fig. 26(a) to be biased at
a voltage of Vbias = (0 + m2Vπ ), where m is an integer.
As seen from Fig. 26(b), this bias point corresponds to the
maximum output optical power and hence it is referred to
as the Maximum Transmission Point (MATP) [68]. Using
Equations (2b) and (2c), the expressions for the optical
field E2(t) at the output of the biased MZM in Fig. 26(a)
and the photo-detected signal I (t) in the MATP biasing
case can be represented as follows:

E2(t) = cos

(
πVL O cos(ωL Ot)

2Vπ

)
E1(t)

=E1(t)√
2

[
J0

(
πVL O

2Vπ

)
+2

∞∑
n=1

(−1)n J2n

(
πVL O

2Vπ

)
cos(2nωL Ot)

]

(22)

and

I (t) ∝ |E2(t)|2 = |E1(t)|2
2

[
1 + cos

(
πVL O cos(ωL Ot)

Vπ

)]

= |E1(t)|2
2

[
1 + J0

(
πVL O

Vπ

)

+2
∞∑

n=1

(−1)n J2n

(
πVL O

Vπ

)
cos(2nωL O t)

]
.

(23)

Observe from Equation (22) that the optical field has only
even harmonics, i.e., optical harmonics of the order 2n,
where n = 0, 2, . . ., as shown in Fig. 27(c). Additionally,
it can be seen from Equation (23) that the photo-detected
signal consists of even harmonics values, i.e., N = 2k,
where k = 0, 1, 2, . . .., as shown in Fig. 27(d). Note that
Fig. 27(c) and (d) indicate only the harmonics generated
by the upconversion step, i.e., assuming an unmodulated
laser output of E1(t)=√

2Pine jωct in Equations (22) and
(23), while any data employed in the prior baseband/IF
modulation step would be located around the harmonics.

c) Minimum Transmission Point (MITP) Biasing: This
technique requires the MZM in Fig. 26(a) to be biased at
a voltage of Vbias = Vπ + m2Vπ , where m is an integer.
As seen from Fig. 26(b), this bias point corresponds to the
minimum output optical power and hence it is referred to
as the Minimum Transmission Point (MITP) [68]. Using
Equations (2b) and (2c), the expressions for the optical
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field E2(t) at the output of the biased MZM in Fig. 26(a)
and the photo-detected signal I (t) in the MITP biasing
case are as follows:

E2(t)

= ∓ sin

(
πVL O cos(ωL Ot)

2Vπ

)
E1(t)

= ± E1(t)√
2

[
2

∞∑
n=1

(−1)n J2n−1

(
πVL O

2Vπ

)
cos ((2n −1)ωL O t)

]

(24)

and

I (t) ∝ |E2(t)|2

= |E1(t)|2
2

[
1 − cos

(
πVL O cos(ωL Ot)

Vπ

)]

= |E1(t)|2
2

[
1 − J0

(
πVL O

Vπ

)

− 2
∞∑

n=1

(−1)n J2n

(
πVL O

Vπ

)
cos(2nωL Ot)

]
. (25)

Observe from Equation (24) that the optical field has only
odd harmonics, i.e., optical harmonics of the order (2n −
1), where n = 1, 2, . . ., as shown in Fig. 27(e). Addition-
ally, it can be seen from Equation (25) that the photo-
detected signal consists of even harmonics values, i.e.,
N = 2n where n = 0, 1, 2, . . .., as shown in Fig. 27(f).
Note that Fig. 27(e) and (f) indicate only the harmon-
ics generated by the upconversion step, i.e., assuming
an unmodulated laser output of E1(t) = √

2Pine jωct in
Equation (24) and Equation (25), while any data em-
ployed in the prior baseband/RF modulation step would
be located around the harmonics.

This technique is also referred to as Optical Carrier
Suppression (OCS), because the optical carrier at ωc is
suppressed in the modulated signal, as shown in Fig. 27(e)
[30]. The modulation voltage VL O is much smaller
than the switching voltage Vπ of the MZM, hence in
Equation (25), we have J0(

πVL O
Vπ

) ≈ 1. Therefore, unlike
in the MATP and QP biasing schemes of this section,
the DC component in the photo-detected signal of MITP
biasing, i.e., the term [1 − J0(

πVL O
Vπ

)] in Equation (25),
is highly suppressed. Hence, upon using Equations (10)
and (11), it can be concluded that an advantage of a
suppressed DC component is a low RIN and shot noise
[71]. Furthermore, compared to the other N-tupling bias-
ing techniques and the previously discussed OSSB and
ODSB modulation, OCS has a better receiver sensitivity
[65], [72].

Several values of N have been employed in the literature for
N-tupling such as in doubling with N = 2, tripling with N = 3,
quadrupling with N = 4, quintupling with N = 5, six-tupling
with N = 6 and 12-tupling with N = 12. These implementa-
tions rely on the previously discussed biasing techniques. In

Fig. 28. Frequency doubling using Minimum Transmission Point (MITP)
biasing (or Optical Carrier Suppression (OCS)).

Fig. 29. Frequency doubling using Maximum Transmission Point (MATP)
biasing.

the following discussion, we present some of the commonly
employed optical N-tupling implementations.

a) Frequency doubling: Frequency doubling refers to the
scenario where the photo-detected signal has a carrier
frequency that is twice that of the transmitted signal.
Frequency doubling can be achieved in the following
ways:

• Fig. 28 shows the block diagram of frequency dou-
bling using MITP biasing, where the output of a
laser in the BS is modulated using the f I F = ωI F

2π
Hz baseband/IF electronic signal by the first MZM,
namely MZM A [30]. When the second MZM of
Fig. 28, namely MZM B, is biased at the MITP
and driven by an electronic tone at fL O = ωL O

2π
Hz,

the optical field consists of a suppressed carrier and
odd harmonics, where the strongest ones are the two
first-order harmonics on either side of the carrier,
as shown in Fig. 27(e). During photo-detection in
the RAP, these first order harmonics beat together to
generate a signal, whose center frequency is fRF =
(2 fL O + f I F ) Hz, i.e., the center frequency is twice
that of the modulating electronic tone [30]. This
technique has been employed both in generating
40 GHz [30] and 60 GHz signals [52].

• Fig. 29 shows the block diagram of frequency dou-
bling using MATP biasing [73], where frequency
doubling is carried out by feeding the output of
a laser operating in the BS at fc = ωc

2π
Hz to a

MATP biased MZM that is driven by a RF signal
at fL O = ωL O

2π
Hz, in order to generate the spectrum

of Fig. 27(c). Afterwards, the second-order optical
harmonic at ( fc − 2 fL O) Hz will be eliminated by
the optical filter in Fig. 29 to generate a dispersion
tolerant OSSB signal having a single second order
harmonic at ( fc + 2 fL O) Hz. Subsequently, photo-
detection in the RAP generates a frequency-doubled
electronic signal, because the single sideband at
( fc + 2 fL O) Hz beats with the optical carrier
at fc Hz.
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Fig. 30. Frequency doubling using quadrature biasing (IL-Interleaver).

Fig. 31. Frequency tripling.

• Fig. 30 shows the block diagram of frequency dou-
bling using QP biasing, where frequency doubling
can be achieved by feeding the output of a laser
operating in the BS at fc = ωc

2π
Hz to a quadrature

point biased MZM, namely MZM A that is driven by
a RF tone at fL O = ωL O

2π
Hz [74], [67]. The output of

MZM A, whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 27(a), is
fed to the interleaver IL A of Fig. 30, which separates
the odd optical harmonics from the even ones, where
the most significant odd optical harmonics are the
two first order harmonics at (ωc ± ωL O) [74], which
are modulated by the baseband/IF data using the
second MZM, namely MZM B. The even optical
harmonics primarily consist of the optical carrier
and the second order harmonics. The pure optical
carrier is separated using IL B. The optical carrier
and the modulated first-order harmonics are then
multiplexed together and transmitted over the fiber to
the RAP. At the RAP, the optical carrier is separated
out using IL C of Fig. 30, while the two first-order
harmonics beat together during photo-detection in
order to generate a frequency-doubled electronic
signal [74]. The separated carrier of Fig. 30 can
then be re-used for achieving uplink communica-
tion, which is known as wavelength-reuse.

b) Frequency tripling: Frequency tripling can be achieved
by employing two MZMs in the upconversion step, as
shown in the BS of Fig. 31 [75], where the laser output at
fc = ωc

2π
Hz enters the first modulator, which is a MZM-

based ODSB modulator that is driven by a RF signal at
fL O = ωL O

2π
Hz. The optical output of the ODSB mod-

ulator seen in Fig. 31 consists of the optical carrier and
strong first-order harmonics. The first optical modulation
is then followed by elimination of one of the first-order
harmonics by the optical filter of Fig. 31. Afterwards, the
filtered signal enters the second MZM, which implements
OCS, i.e., it is biased at the MITP [75], and is driven
by a RF tone at fL O Hz, thereby generating a signal

Fig. 32. Frequency quadrupling by Maximum Transmission Point (MATP)
biasing.

whose optical spectrum is shown in Fig. 31. As portrayed
in Fig. 31, the interleaver (IL) selects the 3ωL O spaced
harmonics, which are then transmitted over the fiber to the
RAP. At the RAP, the 3ωL O Hz separated harmonics beat
together during photo-detection to generate a frequency-
tripled signal at 3 fL O Hz.

c) Frequency quadrupling: Frequency quadrupling can be
implemented either using a MATP biased MZM or by
using a nested-MZM, as discussed below:

• Fig. 32 shows the block diagram of frequency qua-
drupling using MATP biasing, where the output of
the laser operating in the BS at fc = ωc

2π
Hz is fed

to an MATP-biased MZM whose output spectrum
is shown in Fig. 27(c). Then, the optical carrier fre-
quency in Fig. 27(c) is eliminated using a notch filter
and then the remaining signal is transmitted over the
fiber to the RAP. The subsequent photo-detection of
the two 4ωL O -spaced second-order harmonics seen
at ωc ± 2ωL O in Fig. 27(c) produces a frequency-
quadrupled signal, as shown in Fig. 32 [70]. This
method has been employed for generating signals
that are tunable from 32 to 50 GHz [70]. Instead
of employing a notch filter at the BS, an interleaver
may be employed at the RAP in a manner similar to
that in Fig. 30 [76]. One of the outputs of the inter-
leaver would consist of the second order harmonics,
while the other output would be the separated car-
rier. The second-order harmonics are photo-detected
for generating a frequency-quadrupled signal, while
the separated carrier may be employed by the above-
mentioned wavelength re-use technique [73], [76],
where again, wavelength re-use refers to the em-
ployment of the received downlink optical signal for
uplink optical transmission.

• An alternative to applying an optical filter in Fig. 32
is to carefully set the depth of the optical modula-
tion using the electronic LO, which is also referred
to as the LO modulation index, to a value that
suppresses the optical carrier [77], i.e., to ensure
that J0(

πVL O
2Vπ

) = 0 in Equation (22), which yields
VL O = (2Vπ/π) ∗ 2.405 [77]. However, at this LO
modulation index, the strength of the optical har-
monics in Equation (22), that are above the second-
order harmonics, become significant [77].

• Carrier suppression can also be achieved by
feeding the output of a laser operating in the BS at
fc = ωc

2π
Hz to a nested MZM [67], [78], as shown
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Fig. 33. Frequency quadrupling by nested Mach Zehnder Modulator (MZM).

in Fig. 33. In Fig. 33, the first two MZMs, namely
MZM-a and MZM-b, are biased at Vbias =0 and
driven by the signals Vdrive,a =VRF sin ωL Ot and
Vdrive,b =VRF cos ωL Ot , respectively. Hence, using
Equation (2b), the outputs of MZM-a and MZM-b
are [78]:

Ea(t) = cos

(
πVL O sin ωL Ot

Vπ

) √
2Pine jωct

=
[

J0

(
πVL O

Vπ

)

+ 2
∞∑

k=1

J2k

(
πVL O

Vπ

)
cos(2kωL Ot)

] √
2Pine jωct

(26)

and

Eb(t) = cos

(
πVL O cos ωL Ot

Vπ

)√
2Pine jωct

=
[

J0

(
πVL O

Vπ

)

+ 2
∞∑

k=1

(−1)kJ2k

(
πVL O

Vπ

)
cos(2kωL Ot)

]√
2Pine jωct.

(27)

As shown in Fig. 33, the outputs of MZM-a and
MZM-b are fed to the third MZM, namely MZM-c,
which is biased at Vbias = Vπ . Hence, resulting in:

Ec(t)= Ea(t) + e j
πVbias

Vπ Eb(t)

2
= Ea(t) − Eb(t)

2

= 1

2

∞∑
k=1

J4k−2

(
πVRF

Vπ

)
cos ((4k−2)ωL O t)

√
2Pine jωct .

Thus, Ec(t) has harmonics at ωc ± (4k − 2)ωL O , of
which the ones at (ωc ± 2ωL O) are the strongest.
These harmonics beat during photo-detection in the
RAP for generating a frequency-quadrupled signal
at 4ωL O .

d) Frequency quintupling: Fig. 34 shows the block dia-
gram of frequency quintupling, which can be achieved by
employing two stages. The output of a laser operating in
the BS at fc = ωc

2π
Hz enters the first modulation stage,

Fig. 34. Frequency quintupling.

Fig. 35. Frequency six-tupling.

which is driven by a RF signal at fL O = ωL O
2π

Hz and
it generates an OSSB signal, as shown in Fig. 34. The
second stage is driven by a RF tone at fL O Hz and it
implements frequency quadrupling, which generates an
optical signal whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 34. The
interleaver of Fig. 34 then separates the 5ωL O -spaced
sidebands, and these sidebands beat during the photo-
detection in the RAP to generate a frequency-quintupled
signal [67].

e) Frequency six-tupling: Frequency six-tupling refers to
the technique where the PD’s output signal has a carrier
frequency that is six times that of the transmitted RF
signal. Diverse architectures may be used for frequency
six-tupling.

First, the previously discussed OFM architecture of
Fig. 24(c) can be employed for achieving frequency
six-tupling. The discriminator commonly used in OFM
assisted N-tupling is an MZI [79]. The photo-detected
signal of Fig. 24(c) includes the upconverted signals
corresponding to all values of N , where frequency six-
tupling can be achieved by filtering out the sideband at
N = 6, resulting in ωRF = 6ωL O . Additionally, Fig. 35
shows another block diagram designed for achieving
frequency six-tupling in two stages. The output of the
laser in the BS is fed to the first stage, which implements
frequency doubling by generating a frequency-doubled
OSSB signal. The output of the first stage is then fed to the
second stage, which implements frequency quadrupling,
thereby generating an optical signal whose spectrum is
shown in Fig. 35. The 6ωL O -spaced sidebands are sepa-
rated using an interleaver and are transmitted to the RAP
over the optical fiber. At the RAP, these sidebands beat
during photo-detection for generating a frequency six-
tupled signal [67].

f) Frequency 12-tuping: Fig. 36 shows a block dia-
gram conceived for frequency 12-tupling, which can be
achieved by feeding the output of a laser operating in
the BS at fc = ωc

2π
Hz to a frequency quadrupling stage.

This generates 4ωL O -spaced sidebands at ωc ± 2ωL O , as
shown in Fig. 36. Subsequently, the FWM in a Semicon-
ductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) results in the generation
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Fig. 36. Frequency 12-tupling (SOA—Semiconductor Optical Amplifier).

of new optical frequencies at (ωc ± 6ωL O) according to
Equation (8). These 12ωL O -spaced sidebands are then
separated using the interleaver of Fig. 36. Then, dur-
ing photo-detection in the RAP, the beating of these
12ωL O -spaced sidebands generates a frequency 12-tupled
signal [80].

The discussion presented so far in this section assumed hav-
ing an ideal extinction ratio of γ = 1 in Equation (3), because
a non-ideal extinction-ratio results in imperfect attenuation of
the suppressed harmonics in the optical field and hence reduces
the power of the desired harmonics. For example, Equation (24)
states that the optical field has only odd harmonics for case of
MITP biasing. However, when we have γ ≈ 1, the optical field
also has imperfectly suppressed even harmonics.

2) Design Guidelines When Using Optical N-Tupling Tech-
niques: The photo-detected signal power at a frequency of fRF

suffers from a Dispersion Induced Power Penalty (DIPP) due
to the fiber’s chromatic dispersion [68], where the extent of
the power penalty depends on the modulation index of the
modulation by the LO [68]. The distortion is minimized for
the optimum values of the LO oscillator modulation index, for
which the expression for DIPP can be simplified by neglecting
non-dominant terms as follows [68]:

1) For QP biasing:

DI P P ≈ cos(β f I F fRF ) cos(β fL O fRF ); (28)

2) For MATP biasing

DI P P ≈ cos(β f I F fRF ) ∀N = 4 + 4k (29a)

≈ cos(β f I F fRF ) cos(2β fL O fRF ) ∀N = 2 + 4k;
(29b)

3) For MITP biasing

DI P P ≈ cos(β f I F fRF ) ∀N = 2 + 4k (30a)

≈ cos(β f I F fRF ) cos(2β fL O fRF ) ∀N = 4 + 4k;
(30b)

where we have β = (π Dλ2
c L)/c, D is the chromatic

dispersion parameter, L is the length of the optical fiber, c
is the speed of light in vacuum and λc is the optical carrier
wavelength.

It is inferred from Equation (29) that when biasing at the
MATP, it is better to employ photo-detected harmonics of
the order N = (4 + 4K ) in order to minimize the DIPP. On
the other hand, observe from Equation (30) that it is better to
employ photo-detected harmonics of the order N = (2 + 4K )

[68], when biasing at MITP, in order to minimize the DIPP.
In general, the extent of DIPP, when biasing is done at MATP
or MITP is less than that for the case of QP biasing [81]. The
values of f I F and fRF are decided by the specifications of the
network for which the ROF link is the backhaul. Thus, observe
from Equation (19) that there is an N versus fL O trade-off,
where a higher N results in the ability to employ a lower fL O

[68] and hence reducing the electrical bandwidth requirement
of the MZM. On the other hand, when N increases, the strength
of the LO signal that is required for generating a strong har-
monic increases and the achievable strength of the upconverted
photo-detected signal also decreases. Thus, for large values
of N , a MZM that can handle high values of drive power is
required. For example, a peak-to-peak amplitude larger than
twice the switching voltage may be needed in the case of
frequency quadrupling for achieving the desired performance
[82]. One of the solutions proposed in [82] was to achieve
frequency quadrupling by performing frequency doubling twice
[82]–[84].

The N-tupling techniques employ optical harmonics in-
stead of optical inter-modulation, where the difference be-
tween the two was detailed in Section III-C1. As discussed in
Section III-C1, the undesired effect of optical inter-modulation
occurs when a multi-channel, i.e., multi-frequency, modulating
signal is employed in optical modulation. Upon comparing the
transmittance curves of Figs. 5(b) and 8, it can be stated that
the more non-linear transfer function of the MZM results in
the generation of stronger inter-modulation products, as com-
pared to direct modulation. Single-step N-tupling in a multi-
channel scenario involves the MZM assisted modulation using
multiplexed RF signals and hence has strong optical inter-
modulation products [58]. By contrast, the inter-modulation
signals are weaker in 2-step N-tupling, because multiplexed IF
signals can be employed in the more linear direct modulation
during the first step, while the subsequent MZM assisted up-
conversion step uses a single-frequency LO tone. Additionally,
one of the major advantages of such a two-step implementation
of optical N-tupling can be observed in a WDM system, as
shown in Fig. 37, which requires photo-detected signals to be
generated at high RF carriers [85]. Direct modulation of the
laser diodes cannot be readily achieved using RF signals at high
frequencies, while the employment of an external modulator
for each source is expensive. Hence, as shown in Fig. 37, the
lasers are directly modulated with their respective baseband/IF
data and then the multiplexed outputs are fed into a MZM
modulator, that is driven by a local oscillator at fL O Hz for
simultaneous upconversion [65]. This ensures that each wave-
length carries an upconverted optical signal. However, 2-step
N-tupling results in an increased transmitter cost, since there
are two modulation steps.

Furthermore, the two-step N-tupling may also be performed
in the reverse order as shown in Fig. 30, where modulation
using a LO (Upconversion step) followed by the modulation
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Fig. 37. Optical upconversion of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
signal (AWG—Arrayed Waveguide Grating).

using the IF/baseband data is employed [74]. In this case
the first modulation is RF and it may be beyond the direct
modulation bandwidth of the laser to be used. Hence, such
an ordering may require both steps to be based on external
modulation.

According to the discussions in Section IV-A1, the photo-
detected signal consists of either only odd or only even harmon-
ics, when intensity modulation based N-tupling is employed.
However, the OFM technique illustrated in Fig. 24(c) can
employ any value of N [69], which provides a greater flexibility
for the designer, including the ability to implement dynamic
radio channel assignment [86], [69]. Explicitly, the designer
can dynamically generate the wireless signal at any frequency,
which is a multiple of fL O Hz.

Having discussed the subclass of optical N-tupling tech-
niques within the family of techniques in Fig. 22 that rely
on the non-linearity of the MZM for optical upconversion,
we now move on to discussing the next subclass within the
same family of techniques. Optical N-tupling relied on optical
harmonics for achieving optical upconversion. By contrast, the
next subclass of techniques achieves optical upconversion by
relying on optical inter-modulation, as shown in Fig. 22.

3) Optical Upconversion Relying on Optical Inter-
Modulation: It can be inferred from the transmittance curve of
Fig. 8 that the highly non-linear transfer function of the MZM
results in the generation of strong inter-modulation products,
which can be exploited for achieving optical upconversion.
The baseband/IF signal at f I F = ωI F

2π
Hz is added to the local

oscillator signal at fL O = ωL O
2π

Hz, where the combined drive
signal of V (t) = VI F cos(ωI F t) + VL O cos(ωL Ot) is invoked
for driving the MZM in the BS that is biased at MITP for
achieving OCS intensity modulation, i.e., we have Vbias =
Vπ + m2Vπ , where m is an integer. Using Equation (2c)
and the Taylor series expansion of cos(x) [87], the intensity of
the output is given by:

P(t)= Pin

[
1 − cos

(
πV (t)

Vπ

)]
,

= Pin

[
1 −

(
1 − 1

2

(
πV (t)

Vπ

)2

+ weaker terms

)]

≈ Pin
π2

2V 2
π

[
V 2

I F cos2 ωI F t

+ V 2
L O cos2 ωL Ot+2VI F VL O cos ωI F t cos ωL O t

]
(31)

Fig. 38. Optical upconversion using optical inter-modulation.

The third term in Equation (31) generates modulated RF
signals at ωRF = (ωL O ± ωI F ). As mentioned previously, the
photo-detected signal is proportional to the optical intensity.
Hence, in the RAP, the upconverted signals at ωRF = (ωL O ±
ωI F ) can be retained from the photo-detected signal by the BPF
of Fig. 38 [88], [89]. Biasing at MATP also generates photo-
detected signals at ωRF = (ωL O ± ωI F ), but the achievable
optical SNR is higher if biasing is done at MITP than for MATP
owing to the former’s reduced RIN noise [71]. Hence the MZM
performs the function of a mixer along with that of an optical
modulator. This enables the ROF system to avoid the use of
high RF mixers, which would have otherwise degraded the BER
of wireless communication.

The optical upconversion techniques discussed so far ex-
ploited the non-linearity of the MZM situated at the transmitter.
Let us now discuss the family of wavelength-conversion based
optical upconversion techniques shown in Fig. 22, which rely
on the non-linearity of other optical network components, such
as the optical fiber, the Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA)
and the Electro-Absorption Modulator (EAM).

B. Wavelength-Conversion Based Optical Upconversion

Modulating the laser’s fc = ωc
2π

Hz output using a MZM
biased at the MITP and driven by a RF tone at fL O/2 Hz gener-
ates an optical signal that consists of odd harmonic frequencies
with the first harmonics at ωc ± (ωL O/2) being dominant. This
signal has the spectrum shown in Fig. 40 and is referred to as a
fL O Hz LO Optical Signal (LOOS) because its photo-detection
generates a LO electronic signal at the difference frequency
of fL O = ωL O

2π
Hz. It must be noted that a fL O Hz LOOS at

fL O O S Hz is located at an optical frequency of fL O O S Hz and
generates a fL O Hz electronic tone on photo-detection.

Optical wavelength conversion refers to the process of copy-
ing the transmitted data from one wavelength at fc = ωc

2π
Hz

to another at fL O O S = ωL O O S
2π

Hz. If the wavelength at ωc

carries the baseband/IF data signal, while the wavelength at
ωL O O S carries a LOOS prior to wavelength conversion, then
the process of wavelength conversion also results in optical
upconversion, i.e., the photo-detection of the output optical
signal generates the upconverted data signal at fL O Hz.

Wavelength conversion based non-linear techniques facilitate
cost savings with the aid of wavelength re-use [90] and does
not rely on the polarization-sensitive MZM. Additionally, the
ability to move data from one wavelength to another facilitates
optical switching [37], while using a fL O O S Hz wavelength
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Fig. 39. Cross Phase Modulation (XPM) assisted upconversion (HNL-
DSF—Highly Nonlinear Dispersion-Shifted Fiber).

Fig. 40. Local Oscillator Optical Signal (LOOS).

having different values of the fL O Hz LOOS enables wireless
frequency selection in WDM-ROF networks. Wavelength con-
version techniques exploit the non-linearity of fibers [61], of the
SOA [63] or EAM [64], as discussed in the following sections.

1) Techniques Based on the Non-Linearity of the Fiber:
As discussed in Section II-B3, the dependence of the fiber’s
refractive index on the optical power introduces a non-linear
phenomenon referred to as XPM. Additionally, it was also
mentioned in Section II-B3 that a second strong non-linear
phenomenon known as FWM is present, when the dispersion
parameter D is small. Most ROF optical systems operate at
1550 nm because of the low fiber attenuation at that wavelength,
while zero dispersion occurs at 1300 nm [37]. A Highly Non-
linear Dispersion-Shifted Fiber (HNL-DSF) is a special fiber
that has a highly non-linear refractive-index, while the zero-
dispersion wavelength is shifted from 1300 nm to 1550 nm. In
the context of wavelength conversion techniques, the signals are
propagated through a certain length of the HNL-DSF in order
to exploit these non-linear phenomena.

Fig. 39 shows an XPM-assisted optical upconversion archi-
tecture, where, in the BS, the laser output at ωc is modulated
with the baseband data and then this signal is injected into a
Non-linear Optical Loop Mirror (NOLM)8 at OC 1 [61]. As
shown in Fig. 39, a LOOS at ωL O O S is injected into the loop at
OC 2, where the LOOS modulates the phase of the two counter-
propagating ωc-frequency signals through XPM [61]. The two
counter-propagating, phase modulated ωc-frequency waves are
then combined again at OC 1 after propagating through the
entire loop. The intensity of the combined signal depends
on the phase difference of the two waves. Thus, the NOLM
induces XPM in the signal at ωc using the signal at ωL O O S

and then performs phase-to-intensity conversion. Hence, the
NOLM output consists of the LOOS at ωL O O S and the XPM-

8A NOLM is an architecture where the input signal at ωc is split into two
waves by the coupler OC 1, as shown in Fig. 39. These two waves propagate
in opposite directions (clockwise and counter-clockwise) in a fiber-loop made
from HNL-DSF and hence acquire different phases due to fiber non-linearity.

Fig. 41. Four Wave Mixing (FWM) assisted upconversion (RP-Raman
Pump).

assisted intensity-modulated signal at ωc. The spectrum of the
intensity modulated output of the NLOM at ωc is similar to an
ODSB signal, where Fig. 39 shows the ODSB spectrum after
the elimination of the L O O S at ωL O O S using optical filter 1
[61]. Afterwards, one of the sidebands of the ODSB signal is
eliminated by optical filter 2 for generating an OSSB signal.
The optical frequencies of fL O O S = ωL O O S

2π
Hz and fc = ωc

2π
Hz are not sufficiently close to each other for enabling the use
of a single filter, instead of the two step filtering. The OSSB
signal is then amplified, transmitted over the ROF link to the
RAP and photo-detected for generating a RF signal at ωL O .
Although the architecture of Fig. 39 employs a single baseband-
data modulated wavelength at ωc, this concept can be extended
to a WDM signal that is generated by combining the data-
modulated outputs of several lasers. This WDM signal would
then be combined with the LOOS at ωL O O S in a NLOM and
employed for optical upconversion [61].

Additionally, the FWM can be employed for achieving opti-
cal upconversion [91]. Fig. 41 shows the block diagram of an
architecture that implements optical upconversion using FWM,
where, in the BS, the laser output at ωc is modulated by the
baseband data. The modulated signal is then injected into the
HNL-DSF of Fig. 41 along with a LOOS at ωL O O S , as shown
in Fig. 41. The FWM in the fiber generates new signals as per
Equations (7) and (8), where the spectrum of the signal at the
output of the HNL-DSF is shown in Fig. 42. The upconverted
signal at ωFW M is retained by eliminating the signals at ωc and
ωL O O S through optical filtering. As shown in Fig. 41, optical
filter 2 then converts the ODSB signal at ωFW M to the OSSB
signal, which is more chromatic dispersion tolerant. This signal
is then transmitted over the fiber and photo-detected in the RAP
for generating a RF signal at ωL O . The strength of the FWM
signal can be increased by employing the Stimulated Raman
Scattering (SRS) described in Section II-B3 [91]. As shown
in Fig. 41, the output of a laser, that is referred to as Raman
Pump (RP), is counter-propagated, where the energy from the
higher-frequency, higher-power pump signal is transferred to
the lower-frequency, lower-power FWM with the aid of the
SRS phenomenon discussed in Section II-B3 [91]. Although
the architecture of Fig. 41 employs a single baseband-data
modulated wavelength at ωc, this concept can be extended to a
WDM signal that is generated by combining the data modulated
outputs of several lasers. This WDM signal would then be
combined with the LOOS at ωL O O S and employed for optical
upconversion [91].

2) Techniques Based on the Non-Linearity of the Semicon-
ductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs): SOAs exhibit non-linearities
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Fig. 42. Four Wave Mixing (FWM) assisted upconversion spectrum.

Fig. 43. Semiconductor Optical Amplifier-Mach Zehnder Interferometer
(SOA-MZI).

similar to those in optical fibers. Additionally, the SOAs also
suffer from gain saturation. The SOAs can be utilised for optical
upconversion by exploiting the XPM, FWM and Cross Gain
Modulation (XGM) phenomena.

XPM occurs in a SOA in a manner similar to that in fibers,
where an architecture similar to that in Fig. 39 can be used,
except that the signals at ωc and ωL O O S are injected into a
SOA-Mach Zehnder Interferometer (SOA-MZI) instead of the
NOLM [63] of Fig. 39. Fig. 43 illustrates the architecture of an
SOA-MZI, where the combining of the phase modulated signals
in the SOA-MZI results in intensity modulation.

Furthermore, the phenomenon of FWM can also be exploited
using SOAs, where a LOOS at ωL O O S and an optical signal
at ωc carrying the baseband/IF signal are fed to a SOA. This
architecture is similar to that of Fig. 41, except that the phe-
nomenon of FWM in SOA is employed instead of the SRS-
assisted FWM in HNL-DSF, where the process of FWM results
in the generation of optical signals at new wavelengths, which
result in upconverted RF signals after photo-detection in the
RAP [92].

On the other hand, the optical gain of a SOA saturates as
the total input power increases. As shown in Fig. 44, a high-
power zPx (t) dBm optical signal xωc (t) at ωc that carries a
baseband/IF signal and a low-power Py(t) dBm optical LOOS
yωL O O S (t) at ωL O O S are combined and entered into the SOA.
The gain K {Px (t) + Py(t)} of the SOA varies as per the instan-
taneous power of the high-power optical signal at ωc, i.e., the
output z(t) of the amplifier becomes:

z(t)= K
{

Px (t) + Py(t)
} · [

xωc (t) + yωL O O S (t)
]

= K {Px (t)}
[
xωc (t)+yωL O O S (t)

]
as Px (t)+Py(t)≈Px (t)

= K {Px (t)} · xωc (t) + K {Px (t)} · yωL O O S (t). (32)

Fig. 44. Cross Gain Modulation (XGM) assisted upconversion in a Semicon-
ductor Optical Amplifier (SOA).

Fig. 45. Electro-Absorption Modulator (EAM) absorption at different optical
wavelengths.

Thus, it can be seen from the second term of Equation (32)
that the low-power LOOS is modulated in accordance with the
intensity of the high-power signal. This effect is referred to
as Cross Gain Modulation (XGM) [90]. As shown in Fig. 44,
the signal at ωc is eliminated from the output of the SOA by
the optical filter, where the filtered optical spectrum of the
XGM-modulated LOOS at ωL O O S is shown in Fig. 44. After
photodetection in the RAP, the modulated LOOS generates an
upconverted RF signal at ωL O , as shown in Fig. 44 [90].

3) Techniques Based on the Non-Linearity of the EAM:
Fig. 45 shows the EAM’s absorption/transmittance character-
istics. While the wavelength λc, corresponding to frequency
of fc = ωc

2π
Hz, is largely absorbed, the wavelength λL O O S ,

corresponding to frequency of fL O O S = ωL O O S
2π

Hz, is partially
transmitted/absorbed. Fig. 46 shows the block diagram of an ar-
chitecture that relies on the EAM’s non-linearity for achieving
optical upconversion, where, in the BS, a high power optical
signal at ωc that carries IF/baseband data enters port 1 and exits
from port 2 of the optical circulator, which is then injected into
an EAM. A LOOS at ωL O O S is also injected into the EAM.
The absorption of the high power optical signal at ωc results in
the edge of the absorption spectrum9 seen in Fig. 45 shifting to
lower wavelengths due to the EAM’s non-linearity. Hence, as
the instantaneous power of the signal at ωc increases, the extent
of absorption of the signal at ωL O O S drops and vice-versa [64],
[93]. Thus, the signal at ωL O O S is intensity modulated by the
instantaneous power of the signal at ωc, thereby resulting in
the modulation of the LOOS at ωL O O S by the IF/baseband
data that was on the optical signal at ωc. This phenomenon is
referred to as Cross Absorption Modulation (XAM) [64]. As
shown in Fig. 46, the modulated LOOS enters port 2 and exits
via port 3 of the optical circulator. It is then transmitted to the
RAP and photo-detected for generating an upconverted signal

9A plot representing the extent to which various frequencies are absorbed.
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Fig. 46. Optical upconversion using Cross Absorption Modulation (XAM) in
a Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA).

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF WAVELENGTH CONVERSION TECHNIQUES

at ωL O [64]. An isolator is used in the architecture of Fig. 46
for blocking the propagation of light into the LOOS generation
module.

4) Design Guidelines When Using Wavelength Conversion
Techniques: The disadvantage of the techniques that exploit
fiber non-linearity is the large length of the HNL-DSF that
is needed. On the other hand, SOA amplifiers have a low
modulation bandwidth and also suffer from a carrier-saturation
effect [61]. The limited modulation bandwidth makes it difficult
to employ a LOOS whose photo-detection would generate high
RF signals, whilst the carrier saturation in a SOA limits the
number of WDM channels that may be employed and hence
it limits the capacity of the ROF network [61].

The advantage of FWM-based optical upconversion is that
FWM does not depend on the bit-rate and on the wire-
less/optical modulation format [91]. Since XPM and XGM
depend on the instantaneous optical power level, the efficiency
of the wavelength convertors based on these techniques depends
both on the bit-rate and on the optical/wireless modulation
formats employed, where only intensity modulated baseband/IF
optical signals can be upconverted [61]. The main disadvan-
tage of employing a XGM-based wavelength convertor is the
degradation of the extinction-ratio10 due to the underlying bit-
rate versus extinction-ratio trade-off. However, the conversion
efficiency of the wavelength convertors based on XPM/XGM
is higher than those based on FWM. The discussion within this
section has been summarized in Table 1.

Let us now discuss the final set of techniques conceived for
optical upconversion, namely the family of techniques seen in
Fig. 22 that rely on the non-linearity of the optical receiver. In
other words, they rely on the non-linearity of the photo-detector.

C. Optical Upconversion Using the Non-Linearity of the
Photo-Detector

The non-linear behaviour of the photo-detector can be ex-
ploited for achieving optical upconversion, where the mixing

10Extinction-ratio is the ratio of the optical power transmitted for bit 1 to that
transmitted for bit 0. It has an ideal value of ∞.

Fig. 47. Optical upconversion by modulating PD bias.

efficiency and hence the strength of the upconverted signal is
not high [95]. The architectures that implement this kind of
optical upconversion include modulating the bias voltage of the
photo-detector as well as exploiting the non-linear nature of the
photo-detector responsivity.

A photo-detector consists of a reverse biased diode that
generates a current when illuminated with light, where the bias
voltage is normally constant. Modulating the bias voltage of
the photodetector can be used for optical upconversion[62],
[95]. Fig. 47 shows the block diagram of optical upconversion
relying on the modulation of the photo-detector’s bias voltage,
where the baseband/IF modulated optical signal at ωc and a
LOOS at ωL O O S are transmitted over two different fiber links
from the BS to the RAP. The LOOS is generated at the BS and
remotely transmitted to the RAP for photo-detection by PD 2 of
Fig. 47 for generating a RF tone at ωL O , which is then applied
to the bias terminal of the photo-detector PD 1 employed for
detecting the optical signal at ωc. This would result in the
photo-detected signal containing upconverted data at ωRF =
(ωL O ± ωI F ) [96], where f I F = ωI F

2π
is the frequency of the

baseband/IF data. A single fiber link can also be employed
instead of employing two fiber links, provided ωc and ωL O O S

are not the same. Moreover, in such a scenario, optical filters
would be needed at the BS to separate the signals at ωc and
ωL O O S .

On the other hand, the photo-detector current is ideally
linearly dependent on the incident optical power. However,
the photo-detector’s response becomes strongly non-linear,
when the incident optical power is high and the reverse bias
voltage is low [95], [97]. Fig. 48 shows the block diagram
of optical upconversion relying on the non-linear responsiv-
ity of the photo-detector, where, in the BS, the baseband/IF
modulated optical signal at ωc and a LOOS at ωL O O S are
transmitted over the fiber and are then incident on a non-
linear photo-detector in the RAP [95]. The photo-detected
signal contains the upconverted data at ωRF = (ωL O ± ωI F ),
where f I F = ωI F

2π
is the frequency of the baseband/IF data

[95]. The disadvantage of this technique is that reducing the
reverse-bias voltage decreases the detection bandwidth of the
photo-detector.
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Fig. 48. Optical upconversion using non-linear responsivity.

V. CONCLUSION AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

The Radio Frequency (RF) carriers are becoming overcrowded
due to the increased number of wireless communications sub-
scribers. Hence, the cellular operators are considering migra-
tion to higher RF carriers. The performance of the wireless
link is limited by the performance of the RF mixer at high RF
carriers. It is against this backdrop that optical up-conversion
helps avoid the employment of high RF mixers. Additionally,
minimizing the high-frequency RF front-end in the RAPs re-
duces the installation cost. In this paper, we introduced the
basics of ROF communication followed by a brief portrayal of
the advanced optical upconversion techniques that exploit the
non-linearity of the ROF link. Optical upconversion architec-
tures that rely on the MZM’s non-linearity, that employ wave-
length conversion techniques or exploit the photo-detector’s
non-linearity were discussed in this paper.

Techniques relying on the MZM’s non-linearity either exploit
the optical harmonics, namely the optical N-tupling techniques
or they harness the optical intermodulation products. Optical
N-tupling is preferred when the photo-detected RF signal
should be at a frequency, which is a multiple of the frequency
of the RF signal employed at the transmitter. The design
guidelines of the optical N-tupling techniques were presented
in Section IV-A2. On the other hand, the techniques relying
on the intermodulation products discussed in Section IV-A3
are employed, when a baseband signal has to be upconverted
to RF without using any electronic mixer. Using wavelength
conversion based non-linear techniques facilitates cost savings
by enabling wavelength re-use [90] and these techniques do
not rely on the polarization-sensitive MZM. An additional
advantage of these techniques is the ability to move data
from one wavelength to another, thereby facilitating optical
switching [37]. Moreover, using a fL O O S Hz wavelength hav-
ing different values of the fL O Hz LOOS facilitates wire-
less frequency selection in WDM-ROF networks. Wavelength
conversion techniques exploit the non-linearity of fibers, of
the SOA or of the EAM. Section IV-B4 provides the design
guidelines for these techniques. Finally, optical upconversion
can also be implemented by modulating the photo-detector’s
bias voltage or by exploiting the non-linear nature of the photo-
detector’s responsivity. Some areas of potential research are
the integration of the various millimeter-wave techniques with
a ROF backhaul [98], [99], the employment of mode-division
multiplexing in multimode optical fibers for ROF [100], using
phased array antennas in a ROF link [22] and the employment
of plastic optical fiber in indoor personal area networks [21].

ABBREVIATIONS

AWG Arrayed Waveguide Grating
ASE Amplified Spontaneous Emission
BER Bit Error Ratio
BPF Band Pass Filter
BS Base Station
CoMP Co-ordinated Multipoint
DAS Distributed Antenna System
DC Direct Current
DEMUX Demultiplexer
DIPP Dispersion Induced Power Penalty
EAM Electro-Absorbtion Modulator
EO Electronic-to-optical
FBG Fiber Bragg Gratings
FM Frequency Modulation
FWM Four Wave Mixing
GVD Group Velocity Dispersion
HNL-DSF Highly Nonlinear Dispersion-Shifted Fiber
IF Intermediate Frequency
IL Interleaver
IM Intensity Modulation
LD Laser Diode
LO Local Oscillator
LOOS Local Oscillator Optical Signal
MATP Maximum Transmission Point
MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output
MITP Minimum Transmission Point
MS Mobile Station
MUX Multiplexer
MZI Mach-Zehnder delay Interferometer
MZM Mach-Zehnder Modulator
NOLM Non-linear Optical Loop Mirror
OADM Optical Add Drop Multiplexers
OC Optical Coupler
OCS Optical Carrier Suppression
ODSB Optical Double Side Band
OE Optical-to-electronic
OFM Optical Frequency Multiplication
OSSB Optical Single Side Band
PD Photo-Diode
PM Phase Modulation
QP Quadrature Point
RAPs Radio Access Points
RIN Relative Intensity Noise
RF Radio Frequency
RF Tx RF Transmitter
ROF Radio Over Fiber
RP Raman Pump
SCM Sub-Carrier Multiplexing
SBS Stimulated Brillouin Scattering
SOA Semiconductor Optical Amplifier
SOA-MZI SOA-Mach Zehnder Interferometer
SPM Self-Phase Modulation
SRS Stimulated Raman Scattering
WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing
XPM Cross Phase Modulation
XGM Cross Gain Modulation
XAM Cross Absorption Modulation
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